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provide the necesary conditions for solving for 2, and tj. The com-
put.ation is not difEicult to carry out numerically, and the procedure
for calculating switching times for higher order systems follows
along the same lines.
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Multiple Constraints in Optimal Control Problems

Abstract—The origin of multiple constraints on a control func-
tion in both lumped and distributed systems is investigated.
Equivalence and comparability notions are discussed. It is pointed
out that multiple constraints have a special significance in optimal
control problems of infinite-dimensional systems.

An opt.ima1 control problem wit.h more than one const.raint. on
the cont.ro1 function is called a multipleconstraint, optimal control
problem. This has received little attention in the past. One of t.he
reasons, perhaps, is t.hat it adds [1)-[5] immense complexit,y to
the optimal control problem solution m3t.h only one constraint. on
the controlling function. Farious mult.iple constraints using geo-
metrical and a.nalytical approaches have been discussed by Singh
Q5J In t.his correspondence, physical motivations for multiple
constraints occurring in both lumped and dist.ributed systems are
presented.

Let the t.mo normed constraints on the control function ~(t)
be defined as

a.nd
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Here the integers ph p2 > I, and pl # PP.
For these t,vro normed constraints to be equivalent it is necessary

and sufficient t.hat t.here exists a constant K > 0 such t.hat

K-i\\v\\i<\]v\\2<K \\v\\u Vv{t) 6 V. (3)

Here V is an admissible set of cont.rols.
Any tvro multiple norm are said to be comparable if one dominates

the ot.her. Precisely
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MULTIPLE COSSTRAINTS IN LVMPED SYSTEMS

consider a control function n(t) subjected to the constra,ints:
amplitxde constraint.

A15Is(t)lIAn (5)
and power constraint,

B1_ <P(t) IB2. (6)

Let the power and amplitude of the control function be related by

P(t) = B[tJ*(t)/R]. (7)

Here P(t) is the inst.antaneous power of the control funct.ion and
R is a physical parameter and assumed to be I/2 for t.he sake of
simplicit,y. Ah 42, B1, and Bn are specsed constants. P(t) and
v(t) are graphically depicted in Fig. 1. The plot shows that the
doublehatched area, which is the intersection of the two sets,
sat.isfies both the constraints but the singlehatched area sat.isfies
either of the two constra.ints only.
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Fig. 1.

Using (i), both the constraints can be expresed in terms of each
other. The amplit,ude is

I 5 A 2 . (8)

(9)

Similarly, the power constraint takes the form

It is possible to find a single constraint which is equivalent to
both the possibleindividual constraints. This can be expresed either in
terms of power or amplitude, i.e.,

or
A12 2 P(t) I B,

< Iv(t) I I (Bn11'2.

(10)

(11)

Both the constraints (10) and (11) represent the norms of the
set obtained from the intersect.ion of the two convex sets (1) and
(2)* If the t'wo convex sets do not intersect, the multiple cOnstrahts
are called inconsistent (Fig. 2). Thus, all normed constraints in
lumped systems are equivalent provided they are consistent.

STRAINT, COXSTMINTS IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

Consider a nonuniform field of temperature F(x,t) in a furnace.
The spatial and time variables are x and 1, respectively. For this
distributed function, three classes of normed constraints can be
defined

clas 1)

class 2)

•ff p(x,t)\F(x,t)\*dxdt<l, 1 <p

u(t) = (\\F\\p)p(t) = f pi(x)\F(x,t)\*dx<l, 0<t<T

•'o

( h e r e t is a p a r a m e t e r ) ,
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class 3) I. INTRODUCTION

fT The design of optimal linear regulators is well linoxn [GI and
f(s) = (/I F IWUO = J pp(t)jF(~,t)I~ dt21, 0 < 5 5 b. i t s implementation, in general, requires all the states to be available

c for measurement and feedback. In many pract.ica1 applications,
(here s is a parameter). however, only a fes state variables may be accessible for measure-

p(z,t),p1(z), and p2(t) are posit.ive definite continuous functions m e n t and feedback. The inaccessible states can be estimated by
over H = [(O 5 z 5 b) x (0 5 t 5 T)], [O 5 .r 5 b], and using Luenberger's "observer" [a], but this increases the cost
[O 5 t < J1], respectively. All the three weighting functions may and complexity of the system. The quadratic cost functioa of a
represent various physical parameters. system using t.he estimated values of the state variables and the

It can beshoxn that the three constraints define strictly convex optimal feedback scheme is, in general, higher than the cost. function
sets in & [ A ] , L,[O,b], and L,[O,T], respectively, for 1 < p < <a. of an optimal system xhere all s t a t - are actually measured and
It. is observed that constraints 2) and 3) have no analogs in lumped fed back [ l l ] . If t.he available state variables are sufficient to
systems. This fact reveals one of t.he distinctive features of dis- m a k e t h e feedback svstem stable an3 if simplicity is desirable at
tributed systems compared to lumped systems. the expense of an increase in the cost function, then a suboptimal

Now u(t) and f(s) depend continuously on parameters t and x, linear regulator can be designed to form the control variables as
respectively. Hence 6u/&t is independent of sf/&. In other words. a linear combination of only the available states,
a change in the norm of the control function 2) n-ith respect. to A minimax approach to this problem has been suggested by
time does not affect the norm of the funct.ion 3), and vice-versa. Rekasius [ I ] in which the ratio of the subopt.ima1 to the optimal
This shows that. one of t.hese two norm cannot be expressed in c o s t is fmt maximized ait.h respect to all possible initial states and
terms of t,he other. Hence, the concept of equivalence for multiple then this maximum ratio is minimized wit.h respect to t.he feedback
constraints is nonexistent, in general, for distributed SF:+terns. coefficients. This approach, besides requiring the solut.ion of the
However, the equivalence holds among the norms of the same class optimal control law, is fraught with t.he question of uniqueness of
2) or 3). solution and computational dficulties pointed out in [ l ] and [a].

Since u(t) (for k e d t) and f(z) (for fixed z) are real numbers, The met.hod outlined in this paper reduces the computat.ional
both can be compared in t.he sense that the one dominates t.he requirements insofar as it does not require the solution of the
other. This establishes the fact that t,he multipleconstraint. problenls optimal control law to be known. The problenls of uniqueness and
in distributed systems assume more importance in practice than v e r y large matrices for higher order systems, however, still remain,
their counterparts in lumped syst.ems for meaningful formulations
of many physical problems in optimal control. 11. SYSTEM AXD COST FUXCTIOX

R. N. P. SLSGH Consider a linear time-invariant finite-dimensional and com-
Dept. of Elec. Engrg. pletely controllable system described by
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with the cost function
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the optimal control law is given by

Wo = -R-’B'Pa (4)

and the optimum (minimum) cost is
Suboptimal Linear Regulators with
Incomplete State Feedback '- " v° = Z’(O)Poz(O) (5)

where z(0) is the known initial state. In the optimal case, the feed-
Abstract—A method of designing linear regulators with incom- back coefficient matrix PO is also the cost weighting matrix since

plete state feedback has been suggested by Rekasius [I]. Ramar it determines the relative weight, of the various product terms
and Ramaswami [Z] have pointed out the difficulties encountered zi(O)si(O).
in applying this method. This correspondence presents, briefly, Consider a simpler suboptimal control law using incomplete
an alternative approach to this problem in two cases of a) unknown state feedback
initial state and b) known initial state statistics, viz., mean and up = -R-’B'Kx (6)
covariance matrix. Solution for the control law utilizing only the
available states is obtained by minimizing an upper bound on the %here us is the subopt,imal control and K is ann XN matrix d t h
ratio of the suboptimal to optimal cost in case a). In case b), the many zero elements to correspond to t.he unavailable state variables
expected value of the suboptimal cost is minimized. It is assumed a n d t.he unformed control variables. K can have, at. most, n-r
that the available states are sdc ien t to make the feedback system unknonn nonzero elements.
stable. The solution is in the form of necessary conditions and The suboptimal cost. V, is given by
results in a set of simultaneous polynomial equations but the /•»
sultssolutionin to the optimal control problem is not required. V, = / {x'Qx + us'Rus) dt = s'(O)Ps(O) (’7)

• 'o

where P, is the n X n positive definite symmetric subopt.ima1 cost
weighting matrix.


